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Dear Parents / Carers
I do hope you are all well and good. Fingers crossed you are all managing to get outdoors and enjoy the sunshine, albeit very cold sunshine.
COVID 19: The government announcement this week has come as a bit of a shock to us so we will
spend the next week or two monitoring and assessing things before making any decisions or
changes. As it stands, we will continue to keep all procedures and measures in place here at
Lanner. Sadly, Covid has returned to our school this week, however numbers are low and
hopefully it will remain that way. We continue to push forwards with school trips and have
started some
after school activities too. We will slowly and carefully continue to increase these as the
term progresses.
Other news:
Vocabulary and Knowledge Tables. These are continuing to have a very positive impact on children's knowledge and learning. If you do not yet have a copy of your child's current learning
information for this term, please do drop their class teacher a message. The impact of recapping
key knowledge combined with the application and discovery of these same themes at school has
huge learning benefits.

London:
This may sound a bit odd, but I am hoping there will be no headteacher note on the newsletter
next week. The reason being, if I am not here next week it means that our year 6 trip to London
has gone ahead and I will be away with them. It will have been two years since we have had a
residential trip and we are keeping everything crossed that things go our way and we get the
green light to go.
Parking:
A quick plea on behalf of our local residents. At the end of the day please could you kindly not
turn up before 2.55p.m (or as close to this time as possible). Some cars are arriving as early as
2.30 and this can cause a backlog of cars along Lanmoor Estate, making it impossible for residents
to get out of their drives. Parking is a very tricky situation here at Lanner and always will be.
However, I am confident that with cooperation and consideration from all parties, we can continue
to live in harmony with our neighbours. Thank you in advance for this.
That is all from me this week. I hope you have a wonderful weekend and the sun keeps shining for
us all.
Kind regards
Kieran Walsh
Head Teacher

Notice: Lanner School distributes flyers and magazines offering family services or posts details of local activities on the newsletter. Whilst we think that parents might like the information and find it useful, the school does not necessarily endorse these
services.
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Well done to everyone who received a
Lannergram this week:
Y1: George, Joseph, Charlie
Y2: Leo, Jack, Lowen
Y3: Layla, Senara, Mila
Y4: Esme, Phoebe, Zoe
Y5: Zach, Sorrel, Sylvie
Y6: Charlie E, Macy, Dexter

Group
Attendance Cup
The attendance cup was awarded to Year 2 this
week for their attendance.

% Attend

Year 1

96.8

Year 2

99.3

Year 3

98.7

Year 4

96.1

Year 5

96.3

Year 6

95.7

Totals

97.1

Our word of the week is –

Impressive

Having a lasting effect on the mind or feelings;
making a strong impression
Definition – His singing voice is impressive.
Please try and use this word as much as you can with
your child.
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White Rose—1 Minute Maths

Download the app for free—its
available on Apple, Google Play or
Kindle
School Uniform
Mrs Pascoe has a few brand new school cardigans and sweatshirts to give away to
anyone who feels their child would need one.
Please email her for further details—jpascoe@lanner.cornwall.sch.uk
School Nurse Visit—10th Feb

The school nurse will be visiting Year R & 6 on 10th February, you should have already been
sent an email containing information on the national child measurement programme.
If you have not yet received this email please contact the school office.
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services.
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Street Surfing—Go Active After School Club
Great fun was had at the first session of Street Surfing,
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Blast Club
Over the last 2 weeks the children in BLAST have been practising yoga. Most of the
children have had a go but some have been particularly dedicated, especially...
Timika, Amelia and Henry who have each earnt a BLAST celebration certificate.

Miss Latus and Mrs Goodwin
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